
Lab Safety Quiz  Name   Per.  
 

1. What should you do before beginning any experiment? 

a. take notes b. read the directions c. clean the lab table d. ask the teacher questions 

2. What is the policy regarding food and drinks in the laboratory?  

a. Drinking from beakers and eating is okay.  c. Drinking and eating are allowed only when instructed. 

b. Drinking from beakers and eating is never okay.  d. It depends on the type of food and drink.  

3. What should you do immediately if you injure yourself?   

a. Notify the teacher.  c. Go to the Health Office.  e. Attend to the injury.   

b. Clean up the spill/breakage. d. Run outside for fresh air.  

4. What is the proper procedure for discarding used chemicals and other materials at the completion of a lab?  

a. Throw away in the trash can.  c. Throw away as instructed, in the proper container.  

b. Throw away in the sink.  d. Pour back into original container to reuse.  

5. What should you do with broken glass? 

a. Throw away in the trash can.  c. Sweep up completely, then throw in sink.  

b. Throw away in the sink.  d. Notify the teacher 

6. If chemicals are splashed in your eyes, what is the first thing you should do? 

a. Flush under running water, then tell the teacher.  c. Tell the teacher, then flush under water.  

b. Throw the chemical away.  d. Run outside for fresh air.   

7. Name the 3 major categories of hazards that can occur in a biology lab?  

     

8. What is the proper procedure for smelling unknown substances? 

a. put nose over it b. waft it away from you c. waft it towards you d. pour into a bowl first 

9. How should you deal with long hair?   

10. How should you deal with loose clothing?    

11. Under what circumstance should you use a fire extinguisher?  a. on people b. on objects 

12. Under what circumstance should you use a fire blanket?  a. on people b. on objects 

13. Describe how your work area should look.     

14. Why should you never pour liquid back into its original container?     

15. What precaution should you ALWAYS assume about glassware?      

16. Name another precaution when approaching glassware.     

17. What must you ALWAYS wear in the lab?   a. shoes b. goggles c. apron d. gloves 

18. What types of liquids and gases are flammable?  a. acids b. alcohols c. bases d. all of the above 

19. When cutting objects, where should the item be?   

a. in your hands b. on the lab table c. in the dissecting tray d. all of the above 

20. What is the best way to avoid accidents or injuries in the laboratory? 

   


